2. Health versus disease, Clinical and biological (somatic) death

Concept of normalcy (health):
- all parameters of the human body have a certain amount of interindividual variation and it is important to know the range of values considered as normal (this can differ among ethnic groups, sexes and is usually age dependent)
- in normal (standardized resting) conditions a healthy subject should display all measurable parameters in the normal range, however, any single measurement (laboratory result, observation) that seems to indicate abnormality must be always judged in the context of the entire individual and its conditions (e.g. a single reading of elevated blood pressure does not make and individual hypertensive or single elevated blood glucose does not mean that the person is diabetic)
- the concept of normalcy (especially in the field of mental abilities) may be dependent on cultural values, which may differ in various populations (e.g. dyslexia - reading disability could not be considered as a defect of a central nervous system function in a primitive culture (analphabets))
- the WHO definition of health – ”Health is a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity.” - seems to be a very comprehensive definition, but given the almost general frustration of people at least in some aspects of their life, this definition does not seem to apply to too large part of the human population (the more intelligent person, the worse: the intelligent person cannot be happy (in social well-being) for a long time because he/she will realize very soon some problem he/she has.)

Concept of disease
- can be defined as any situation which changes the internal environment (impaired homeostasis) - its parameters are not within the normal range
- since formerly there were almost no changes of intrinsic factors measurable in psychiatric diseases, it would have looked as though the above specified definition of disease did not cover psychic disorders - however, nowadays it is well evident that at least subtle biochemical (neurotransmitter) changes are already detectable in many psychic disorders as well
- the subjective feeling of an ill person is that "he/she loses ability to continue in normal daily activities"
- in some chronic diseases homeostasis can be kept but the organism has decreased adaptation capacity - the body can survive in a very limited range of environmental conditions
- health and disease are not strictly separate, there are some border states

Pathological state
- not a fully normal organism - e.g. after amputation of a limb - but having normal homeostasis

Symptoms and signs of diseases 
- symptoms - subjective manifestations of a disease (e.g. nausea, headache, fatigue) that cannot be verified objectively
- signs - objective measurable manifestations (e.g. fever, tachycardia, edema, hypertension)

Phases of diseases
1. latent phase - period between exposure to causal factor(s) and first symptoms/signs (in infectious diseases it is incubation period) - no manifestations of diseases are recognizable
2. prodromal phase - usually only non-specific symptoms and signs are manifested (e.g. fatigue, fever, increased FW reading (sedimentation of erythrocytes) that are not sufficient for recognition (diagnosis) of the disease
3. manifest phase including also some specific signs and symptoms (some typical location of pain, typical efflorescences on the skin, changes in plasma concentrations of minerals and other substances)
4. Reconvalescence - gradual recovery of normal functions of the body
5. Final phase -resolution includes the following possibilities
- "resolution ad integrum" = total recovery of the organism without any consequences or recovery with some chronic consequences of the disease (e.g. decreased vital capacity after some respiratory processes)
- "development of chronic variant" of the disease with remissions (improvement of the clinical state) and exacerbations (repeated worsening of the clinical state)
- death

Death	
- clinical - represents stop of vital functions (breathing, heart activity); there is possible resuscitation within about 5 minutes (before some irreversible brain cortical changes) - this interval for resuscitation can be longer in cases of decreased body temperature causing lower metabolic rate and postponing irreversible changes due to hypoxia
- biological - means loss of cortical brain functions  (can be proved via recording of brain electric activity or reactions of brain vessels) - proper statement of biological death is very important especially in cases where organs for transplantation are to be removed from the dead person

Age related diseases
- some diseases or health influencing consequences of some events appear typically at certain ages:
- Birth - 14 years: congenital disorders, allergy, childhood infectious diseases, some tumors (e.g. Wilm's tumor, leukemia), accidents, early onset Diabetes mellitus
- 15 - 30 years: Allergy (asthma) endocrine disorders, accidents (suicide), venereal diseases
- 30 - 40 years: peptic ulcer, hypertension, breast cancer, alcoholism
- 40 - 60 years: hypertension, heart diseases, myocardial infarction, liver cirrhosis, lung cancer, colon cancer, breast cancer
- 60 - 80 years: heart failure, cancerogenesis
- 80 - 100 years: cancerogenesis, osteoporosis, infections, heart failure, ictus, accidents (fracture), Alzheimer disease



